Then magic CREATE
CAMPAIGN button
That rewards your partners for loyal behavior.

www.Rewardiful.com

What is Rewardiful?
Rewardiful is an online, points based motivational SaaS tool for
rewarding:
•
•
•
•
•

Sales partners,
Distributors,
Influencers
Employees or
Clients

… to buy or sell more.

Rewardiful is about you…
So YOU can start your trade or incentive
campaign in just a coupe of hours
The rewards platform is generated automatically
You import users to access the platform
You buys and allocates points to the users

You customize promotions on the website
You simply exports reports and analyze the campaign
You customize the look&feel of the platform
All these… so YOU don’t have to spend months in building a new trade or rewards campaign and
to have a better management and control of the campaign

Use Rewardiful to increase sales!
Trade campaigns

Incentive campaigns

Rewards campaigns

Loyalty clubs

Promotions

The trade campaigns are
now at your fingerprints.
You can stimulate now
your customers or points
of consumption buy more
of your products with
Rewardiful by offering
them credits in your
rewardiful campaign.

Are you in the field of
construction? Do you wish
to motivate workers use
your products? Or
influencers (like architects)
to propose your products
to the clients?

Does your company sell IT&c
products? If you want to increase
your sells on a fiercely
competitive market we have the
best solution for you: Rewardiful!

Reward you customers for
buying your products.
Maintain ongoing
communications with them,
analyze the purchases and
run cross-sell and upsell
campaigns.

Do you want to run
a consumer
promotion?

Then, they can transform
simple & fast the credits
into desired prizes.
Start your Rewardiful
campaign right now!

Rewardiful is the perfect
choice for you.
It is an incentive solution
based on points/credits for
motivated your employees,
influencers, workers or
distributors to sell more.

It is a simple cloud incentive
solution through which you can
stimulate your resellers or
business partners buy more and
sell more. You can allocate credits
to them and they can exchange
credits into prizes.
Choose productivity for your
company!

Allocate them credits so
they can buy the prize they
wish for.

Now you can increase sales
with Rewardiful.

Generate your
website and use it to
communicate to
your targets by
posting promotions,
rules, prizes and
winners etc.

Main functionalities
- Generate an online rewards platform in a matter of hours
- 6 customizable layouts to chose from
- No technical skills needed for setup and customization of the platform
Registration process
- Registration by
uploading a database
of users
- Register directly on the
website
- Deduplications and
filed validation in place

Points allocation
- Buying points & allocate
them to users
- Allocating points based
on proof of purchase
and a points grid
(invoice, receipt, unique
code via SMS/web)

- Web, SMS, WhatsApp
integration

- Approval module for
new registrant users

- Cross-sell/upsell
multiplicator integration

- Anti fraud filters

- Lucky Draw

Rewards
- Prize catalog and prize
management
application built in
- Over 1000 prizes
available

- Logistics included
(prizes acquisition,
storage, dispatching)

Point based mechanics
Resellerul or
our client
buys from the
distributor

Reseller/
Retailer sells to
end-user

End-user
uploads/sends
proof of
purchase / code
in the loyalty
platform

End-user
exchange points
into prizes

End-user gain
points

The angency
(Create Direct)
validates the
proof of
purchase

Proof of purchase mechanic

Reseller
exchange
points into
prizes

The client
uploads the
points report
in Rewardiful

Reseller gain
points

Points upload mechanic

Special functionalities

Need more points to buy the desired product?
No problem. Just buy the needed points online, by credit card.
Buy points by creditcard
Sometimes an user has not enough points to order the
wanted prize and he/she cannot collect more points in
order to get it. With this special feature any subscribed
user can buy points into his/her account.
This is simply done by e-payment using a normal credit or
debit card. The user logs into his/her account and goes to
Buy credit fills in the amount of points wanted and the
card data and simply press buy.
In the moment that the payment is processed the
platform gives the credited points to the user and he/she
can right there and then order the desired prize.

Special functionalities

Don’t you find the desired award?
No problem. Just tell us what you want and we will place that
product in your awards catalog.
My wishes
Though in the platform we could have a big variety of
prizes, sometimes it is just not enough, sometimes we just
miss the desire that one user has. For those moments
we’ve created My wish module.
The user has to login, go to my wish and fill in the desired
item that he/she wants in the catalogue. The Rewardiful
team will research it and place it into that user’s catalogue.
He/she will be the only ones that could se it and also order
it whenever they want.

Special functionalities

Does your people in the team don’t have enough points?
Transfer points between users on the same platform
Users have now the functionality to transfer points
between them, on the same platform, by just entering
the email address of the destination user and number
of points.
The transfer is done in real time.

Special functionalities

In a trade campaign, partners do not see where they stand
between the targeted sale and achievement?
Track the sales target. Show the users the progress they make in sales, and the difference to target.
You are able to show the users the
progress they do in sales, until they
reach the target.
You can customize the view, colors,
graph type.
Users can see multiple targets and
multiple achievements area.

Long time partners engagement

Rewardiful is present
in your country

• A channel incentive or trade program will
increase the partners’ engagement level to your
brand on medium and long term by rewarding
them on their perfromace.
• Loyalty and rewards campaigns have a positive
impact on your company ROI, on success and
performance on a long term.
www.Rewardiful.com

Rewardiful is present
in your country

Direct prize delivery from
local supplier

Prize delivery from Romania
Delivery of online vouchers

Rewardiful is present in your country
Rewardiful is available in the EUROPE, prizes option may vary
from country to country as following:
Prize delivery is done directly from local suppliers warehouses in those
countries. The delivery time for it is 48 hours from the processed order. *
Prizes delivery is done form Romanian warehouse in this case the delivery
time is 4-7 working days from the processed order.*

Prizes are online vouchers from local retailers and e-shops, travel agencies or
spa centers.
*to complete the prize offer we can also use online vouchers from local
retailers and e-shops, travel agencies or spa centers.

Rewardiful is present in your country
•

Rewardiful can be setup in all European countries

•

All communication will be adapted both as text and images
to the country in which the program runs.

•

Communication localized:
All platform pages and internal messaging
All automatic emails (welcome to the platform, points received,
password reset and all the emails involving the prize order)
• All SMS (if activated) (welcome to the platform, points
received, status points)
• All printed materials ( brochures, flyers)
•
•

Over 1000 rewards possibilities

Door-2-door free delivery

Sky is the limit…

Long time partners engagement

Benefits for you?

• A channel incentive or trade program will
increase the partners’ engagement level to your
brand on medium and long term by rewarding
them on their perfromace.
• Loyalty and rewards campaigns have a positive
impact on your company ROI, on success and
performance on a long term.
www.Rewardiful.com

Get a great competition
advantage

TIME to MARKET
– All the needed time to setup your campaign, setup your visuals,
upload users and allocate points: 1-2 days, instead of weeks and
months

INTERNATIONAL coverage
• We have partnerships with local e-commerce platforms in Romania,
Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and we can deliver the rewards in 1-3 days
from the orders. The rewards database is sync in real time with the
supplier’s
• In all EU and most of non-EU countries we can provide online gift
vouchers to local suppliers (electronics, gadgets, medical services, toys,
shopping, food etc.)
• We are part of IDN Network – a direct marketing agencies network,
so we can provide campaign support (direct mail, call-center, digital
campaigns etc) in the world. Members list here

Everything in one place
• Have centralized reporting on all the rewards campaign
managed internationally
• One single point if contact for all your incentive campaigns
• Get control on your budged and campaign

Chose the best
communication channel to
connect do your clients direct & personalized
• All the communication channels are integrated in the
system and are in our back – yard (not outsourced)
•
•
•
•

Call-center
Email marketing
SMS marketing
Direct mail

• Communicate with you clients automatically by trigger
based campaigns or adhoc campaigns

START – STOP system inside
• You can start and stop your engine for rewarding
your customers, change and customize your
Rewardiful platform at any time.

Motivate their partners and
clients sell more
–A reward campaing is a strong bond between the
client and his partners by rewarding them on their
results.
–The new targets are the prizes. The end-user will
focus on sales in order to get his desired rewards.

Long time partners engagement
• A channel incentive or trade program will
increase the partners’ engagement level to your
brand on medium and long term by rewarding
them on their performance.
• Loyalty and rewards campaigns have a positive
impact on your company ROI, on success and
performance on a long term.

It is self founding!
• You don’t need to budget the prizes from the
very beginning of the campaign. The budget is a
percent of the sales generated. Any variable cost
will be covered buy your ROI.

Long time partners engagement

How it works?

• A channel incentive or trade program will
increase the partners’ engagement level to your
brand on medium and long term by rewarding
them on their perfromace.
• Loyalty and rewards campaigns have a positive
impact on your company ROI, on success and
performance on a long term.
www.Rewardiful.com

Create your own rewards campaign in hours not weeks!

1. Choose
your plan

2. Sign up
Starting a new campaign is very easy.
1. Choose your plan
2. Fill in the registration form
3. Fill in the details about you and your company – for invoices purposes
and the Rewardiful campaign name
The Rewardiful campaign name will be used in order to generate the URL
address of your campaign as subdomain of rewardiful.com (eg. myshop.rewardiful.com)

That’s it.
You are ready now to choose the Rewardiful template and you
can access your Rewardiful campaign administration panel.

3. Choose your template

All templates are customizable. You may change photos, background photo, colors, text, emails etc

4. Upload the users
In order to start your campaign, you need
users.
Please find in the Help section the template
files to use in order to upload your partners.

1. Fulfill the xls template with your
customer data. Only <e-mail> field is
mandatory
2. Upload your file in the Users section
3. Each time you upload users, a
welcome email is sent automatically
to new users invite them to the
website. The email can be edited and
customized by you also.
4. The users have to login in the
application, change the password and
update their data. Now they have full
access the your campaign.

5. Allocate credits
In order to start rewarding, you need to allocate points.

Please find in the Help section the template files to use in order to upload
points/credits to your partners.
1. Fulfill the xls template with your customer data and the number of points
to allocate.
2. Upload your file in the Users section
3. After uploading you will be notified which is the value to pay and will be
redirected to an online payment processor for processing the payment.
4. After the payment is successful, an alert email is sent automatically to new
users congratulating them on the points they received. The email can be
edited and customized by you also.
5. Now the users may start exchanging points with rewards.

START motivating your partners or clients and
let the sales increase

Long time partners engagement

How to manage?

• A channel incentive or trade program will
increase the partners’ engagement level to your
brand on medium and long term by rewarding
them on their perfromace.
• Loyalty and rewards campaigns have a positive
impact on your company ROI, on success and
performance on a long term.
www.Rewardiful.com

Campaign administration
Control your campaign from the MIDEND area.
- login with username and password
- Import users and points
- Personalize the front-view (what your partners will
see)
- Menu
- Static pages (rules, faqs)
- Carousel photos, texts, links
- Email templates
- Settings
- Change template
- Administrate the prize list that appears in your
platform
- See that your users orders
- See your payments, bills, invoices
- Statistics about users, points and prizes.

Payment
With Rewardiful you don’t have to care about
project management hours, prize logistics etc.
Everything is included in the point value.
For buying points there are 2 ways of payment:
- Online through a secure https connection, by card
(VISA, MasterCard, Maestro)
- By bank order to Create Direct account

Once payed, the points are automatically
transferred to your partners account and they can
use them.

DEMO?
Frontend platform – generated and customized in 1 hour:

https://imaeurope.rewardiful.com/
Login: cosmin@createdirect.ro
Password: imaeurope
Midend area – area for managing the frontend platform:
https://www.rewardiful.com/rewards/midend/site/login
Login: imaeurope
Pass: 123456

So… Why wait?
Start Your Rewardiful
Campaign right now!

www.rewardiful.com
www.Rewardiful.com

office@rewardiful.com

